
 

U.S Naval Sea Cadets –Rock Climbing Winter Training in 

Joshua Tree National Park 

 

Dear U.S. Naval Sea Cadet, 

On behalf of the entire Chillino Rock Climbing team we want to express our great excitement 

about the upcoming rock climbing winter training in Joshua Tree National Park. In less than one 

week, we will have 5 full days to explore a multitude of technical rock climbing skills and drills. 

During our training you will benefit from the experience of our professionally trained guides. 

Each of us spent multiple years and even decades on the rock, which has perfected our safety 

techniques. Our skill will allow you to dive into advanced aspects of rock climbing, despite your 

minimum experience. 

This training exposes you to a massive chunk of knowledge that is impossible to master in just a 

few days! Please be advised that after our training you still need to practice all these skills 

under professional instruction. In rock climbing, regardless of how much book knowledge is 

attained, it is crucial to collect EXPERENCE in order to stay safe. 

Our training manual is a great tool for you to elevate your learning experience. There are many 

terms in rock climbing that will be new to you and the more you read in advance, the more you 

will understand and learn during our lectures and drills. 

We advise you to bring a notebook along with you. This way you can make notes of important 

lectures or reflect on our drills that we go through. It is also recommended to have this manual 

available in digital or print form. 

We are looking forward to an enriching, fun and safe training 

Your Chillino Rock Climbing Team  
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Chapter 1: Basics in Rock 

Climbing  



 

Top Rope Climbing. Top rope (TR) climbing is the most basic form of roped climbing. TR 

indicates that there is always an anchor above the climber. The rope runs through the anchor at 

the top of the climb and thus provides maximum safety for the climber. When using a TR it is 

the belayer’s responsibility to maintain light tension on the climber at all times. Tension 

guarantees that a slipping or resting climber will be stopped right where the slip happens or 

rest gets initiated - without falling. In order to safely use a TR setup (as often used in rock gyms) 

there are two skills required. 

Figure 1Typical TR climbing scenarios. Belayer is on the ground making 
sure that climber has tension on the rope. Anchor point is above the 
climber at all times (two carabiner). Here, the climber almost made it to 
the top 



 

Tying a figure eight not follow through. This is a very basic skill in rock climbing. The 

figure eight knot follow through is the most common used knot for attaching the climber to the 

rope. It is fairly simple to tie, holds a heavy load and is easy to visually inspect when tied 

correctly. 

 

Complete figure 8 follow through knot. Tied through both tie in loops of the harness. Rope creates a tight loop through both tie 
in points (no larger than a fist). Knot itself is well dressed and nowhere crossed. The tail end of the knot is at least 2 hand widths 
long and no longer than 4 hand widths – the perfect figure 8 knot! 

There are three criteria that make up a nice and neat knot 
 

 The actual knot shall be dressed and tightened (no crossing of individual strands)  

 The loop between knot and both tie in points of the harness shall be no larger than a 

fist.  

 The tail end exiting the figure eight knot shall be no shorter than two stacked fists and 

no longer than four fists. 

Check out our video on how to tie a figure 8 follow through knot 

It is quite a challenge to tie a figure eight knot follow through that lives up to the above 

mentioned 3 criteria. Here are three tips that help you to get better at tying nice and neat 

figure 8 follow through knots: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saIsejGnpYw


 

1 Be quick with adjusting the tail end of your first single figure 8 knot. Eventually you can adjust the 

length (shorter or longer) even after having fiddled the tail end through both tie in points. Once you get 

good at adjusting the length, you will create tight loops (smaller than a fist) and tail ends between 2 and 

4 fist length 

2 Push the rope aside and follow the tight side of the rope (see pictures) 

3 Loosely follow the entire knot before tightening each of the 4 individual strands at the very end 

 

Pull on each of the 4 strands individually in order to tighten the figure eight  knot 

Find the tight spot to follow Finger pointing at wide spot 

Follow along the tight spot Keep losely following the initial 8 before tightening 



 

TR belaying. Belaying is a responsible task in climbing. While belaying on a TR, the belayer 

has to “take in” rope (versus “feeding out” - in lead climbing) with every inch and step the 

climber ascends. 

 

 

Taking in rope guarantees permanent tension on the rope which keeps the TR climber safe at all 

times. For belaying there are a multitude of devices that can be used. The most common one is 

the ATC belay device (shown below). Besides its high brake strength, it has become widely 

adapted due to its simple, lightweight and multi-functional design. 

 

How to rig an ATC belay device and attach to the harness. To rig a rope to the ATC belay 

device you have to squish a bite of rope through one of the two openings. Then it is necessary 

to clip the bite of rope and the loop that is part of the device with your locking carabiner (see 

illustration). When doing this properly, there are eventually two rope strands exiting the device. 

One is the climber’s rope – the one that goes to the anchor (and ultimately back down to the 

climber). And the other one is the brake rope - the one rope that goes to the ground to a pile of 

extra rope. When clipping the device to the belay loop of the harness it is important to have the 

brake rope face away from your body (rather than pointing towards you). 



 

watch this video on how to rig an ATC device to rope and harness 

Use one of the openings for the belay side of the TR Pinch a loop and squish it through the opening 

Clip a locking carabiner to both loops, the rope loop and device loop Climber's side goes up in the sky - Belay side goes to the ground 

Clip the belay device to the belay loop of your harness  and flip the 
carabiner so that the screw gate faces down. Lock the carabiner. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmBBdzZysTg


 

Stopper knot. Make sure to always tie a stopper knot into the end of the brake rope. In doing 

so, the “system is closed”, which makes it impossible to lower the climber off the end of the 

rope. Unfortunately this has been reported as one of the most occurring rock climbing 

accidents, which is easily avoidable with a stopper knot (usually a double overhand knot). Now, 

since we are attached to the rope via a belay device, we can start belaying! 

 

 
ALWAYS tie a stopper knot into the beay side of the rope 



 

Belay technique. PLUS. The rule number 1 in belaying is to ALWAYS have your strong hand 

(right or left-handed) holding the brake rope AT ALL TIMES.  No exception! The challenge is to 

take in rope while making sure to not violate rule number 1 and also maintaining tension on the 

climber’s rope. In order to maximize safety and practice a standardized method, we use the 

PLUS method for TR belaying. PLUS stands for 

 

P - ull 
The motion starts with pulling. As your “non-strong” hand grabs the 
climber’s side of the rope and pulls it down, your strong hand pulls the brake 
rope up to the sky. 

L - ock 

Immediately bring your strong hand down to lock off the rope. This is the 
most crucial part to understand - only when the brake rope is held 
underneath the belay device, the rope is locked. For this reason it is 
important to minimize the amount of time being up (above the device) with 
your brake rope. 

U - nder 
Right after locking off the rope, grab with your “non-strong” hand 
underneath your strong hand 

S - lide 
“Under” makes it safe to then slide your strong hand up the brake rope to no 
more than one inch away from the device. PLUS repeats from here… 

 

Check out this video showing the PLUS belaying technique 

Lock it down quickly – this is the most important step - it locks the 
rope in place When pulling up the brake rope, minimize your time with your hand 

being held above the device 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AE-w6nnCKUw


 

When flawlessly using PLUS, the belayer will maintain tension on the climber’s rope while 

guaranteeing to follow rule number 1. For most beginner belayers it takes about 30 seconds to 

2 minutes to get comfortable with the PLUS belay technique, while being able to also look up 

and observe the climber’s action. It is important to do a few dozen of dry practice strokes 

before actually belaying a climber. When doing your practice strokes, make sure to ask your 

partner to hold the climber’s rope with some friction, which simulates a “real” climber being on 

the rope. Otherwise your practice runs will be very “loose”, less realistic and awkward to deal 

with (comparable to a climber suddenly going really fast on an easy section of the climb). 
Here are four tips that make it easier for you to learn the PLUS technique: 

 

1. When pulling in rope it helps to “take in” small steps rather than trying to pull in a maximum 

amount of rope at the same time. This will help you to keep tension on the brake rope and 

ultimately the entire belay system. When taking in too much rope, it is hard to avoid having a 

loose belay with slack involved – it feels awkward! 

2. Keep your (strong) hand always at least one inch away from the actual belay device to avoid 

pinching the skin between your thumb and index finger. 

3. When “locking down” (L), move your strong hand/belay hand in front of you and then down. 

Often there is a tendency to move it the side which makes it more awkward to grab under (U) 

4. When getting stuck in the movement, slow down and speak out load every step from P to 

 



 

Belayer’s position while belaying. The positioning of the belayer is very crucial for the 

overall safety. It is important to remain an “athletic stance” at about 5-10 feet distance to the 

wall. An athletic stance means that the toes of your front foot are pointing towards the wall 

(sometimes even elevated on a rock or ledge of the cliff) while your rear foot takes a wide 

stance perpendicular to the wall. This position creates a solid stance and supports the climber’s 

body weight when resting or catching a slip. Being close to the wall also promotes a safe habit 

since it creates a sharp angle between the climber’s rope and the rock wall. A sharp angle 

means that any pull on the rope (e.g. climber is slipping) creates an upward force rather than 

forward pull. A forward pull may have severe consequences, dragging the belayer over the 

ground into the wall. 

Often you will not find a picture perfect belay spot due to rugged terrain and obstacles in your 

way. Use your best judgment and choose a position that allows you to be as close to the wall as 

possible while being able to remain an athletic stance. 

 

Communication. Talk to the climber (and avoid having a chat with someone else on the 

ground). Talking to your partner creates a lot of trust between the two of you. She or he may be 

too fast for you to keep up taking in rope. A short “hey! Please slow it down a bit” will take care 

of it. Vice versa your partner may require more tension or slack, which is best verbally 

communicated. Coaching and pointing ways also helps a lot (as long as climber is ok with it). 

Stay close to the wall and create a sharp angle between belay rope 
and cliff (bl. Illustration) It creates an upward pull (rather than 
forward) and avoids getting pulled into the wall 

Athletic stance with one foot elevated. 



 

Drill #1 – Top Rope Drill 

Our top rope drill goes through all the steps that are necessary to safely handle a ready to use 

top rope set up: 

1st step: Have the right gear. You and your partner need to be wearing a harness with no twists 

in the leg loops and all clothing tucked under. Both of you are wearing a helmet and one of you 

(belayer) has an ATC belay device with a locking carabiner. 

2nd step: Climber and belayer connect to rope. Being the climber that means: tie a neat figure 

8 knot follow through to both of your tie in points. Being a belayer that means: rig your belay 

device to the rope and clip it to the belay loop of your harness. Tie a dbl. overhand stopper knot 

into the end of the belay side of the rope. 

3rd step: Perform a partner check. We use the acronym CRASH to check each other. 

C = Carabiner – make sure that your belayer locked the gate of the carabiner. You either touch 

the carabiner (try to open the gate) or you observe your partner trying to do the same. Most 

locking carabiners make a “click” noise when the gate is locked. Always double check and verify.  

R = Rope – look up to the anchor and make sure the rope is not twisted, verify that your 

partner’s figure 8 knot is flawless and that the belay rope is clipped through the belay device 

and carabiner 

A = Attitude – check each other’s attitude on the climb and be empathic and helpful when your 

partner needs help and encouragement while climbing. Respect that your partner eventually 

does not want to finish the climb.  

S = Stuff – eliminate or tuck away all “stuff” around you that is not needed for climbing. Classics 

are: watches, wrist bands, necklaces, straps, long hair (tie pony tail), anything in your pockets 

and wide clothing. 

H = Helmet + Harness – make sure that both of you are wearing a helmet and check each 

other’s harnesses for twists and general fit. When putting one hand between your body and 

harness straps (hip belt and leg loops), it should be hard to twist your hand. If you can easily 

rotate your hand between the straps you need to tighten it up. 

Partner checks are very crucial in safe rock climbing! Never assume that you and your partner 

are doing everything correct every time. With partner checks you have an extra set of eyes on 

your safety systems which lowers the risk of human failure. Always go through all elements of 

CRASH before starting your climb. After you can proceed to the belay commands. 



 

4th step: Belay commands. Belay commands are used to make a final check with your partner 

to see if both of you are ready to climb and belay. It is always initiated by the climber and goes 

like this: 

 

Climber: “You got me on belay? 

Belayer pulls the rope tight and says: “Yes! You are on belay.”  

Climber: “Ok. Climbing!” 

Belayer: “Climb on!” 

 

5th step: Climbing and belaying. After completion of the belay commands, the climber can 

start climbing and the belayer starts belaying via PLUS technique. 

6th step: Lowering position. Whenever the climber is done climbing, she must be lowered 

down to the ground. Lowering is always initiated by the climber asking for tension (only if slack 

is in the system). When the rope is tight enough the climber can start taking in her lowering 

position. For this she needs to lean back and sit in her harness (fully weighting the rope), 

ALWAYS perform a partner check. Rock climbing is all about doube checking and redundancy. Small errors become fatal fast! 



 

keeping her legs straight (while pushing away from the wall) and spreading her feet about one 

shoulder width apart from each other. When taking this exact position it is easy to continue to 

step 7 – being lowered. 

7th step: Lowering the climber. Once the climber has a great lowering position, the belayer can 

start to lower the climber. When lowering, both of the belayer’s hands are tunneled around the 

brake rope at a sharp angle below the device. As long as the climber is weighting the rope it is 

enough to slightly open the belayer’s hands to make the rope sliding through the device. 

Generally, the more open your hands are, the faster the rope slides through the device. 

 

While lowering is generally straight forward, there are many situations that make it more 

difficult. See the list below for four classic examples 

 

1 Climber does not trust the rope and is not fully weighting the rope. In this situation the 

climber will be weighted on his her feet rather than on the rope. In this case it only helps to 

encourage the climber to “lean back” and trust the rope. 

Perfect lowering position. Upper body leans back, legs push away 
from the wall in a straight position, feet are at least one shoulder 
width apart for balance. 

When being lowered it is important to lean back and bring all the 
weight into the rope 



 

2 The rope runs over a lot of rock and thus creates friction. Especially on low angle rock terrain, 

there is a tendency for the rope to run over an increased amount of rock. Just the friction that 

is created by rope touching the rock takes away from the pull that is received on the belay side 

of the rope 

3 Large rope diameter – ropes that have a diameter of 10.7mm and larger need to be handled 

with belay devices that are of a thicker build (e.g. regular BD ATC belay device) 

4 Lightweight climber – when lowering kids, it may be more difficult because the overall weight 

on the rope is low to begin with. 

8th step: Off belay command. Starts when climber is seemingly safe and back on the ground. It 

is similar to the belay commandos, a quick communication between climber and belayer to 

verify that the climber is safe (or not) and that the belayer can go “off belay” (or stay “on 

belay”). 

 

“Directionals” in top rope climbing. A directional is an intermediate anchor point to 

where the climber’s side of the top rope is clipped, while the climber is ascending. Directionals 

are only necessary when a climb is traversing or zig zags. It redirects the rope away from the fall 

line of the anchor in order to create a new fall line that avoids a potential pendulum swing. 



 

Every time when a top rope climber reaches a directional, it is important to unclip the rope 

from it to be able to climb further. If a climb is very traversing, there might by multiple 

directionals that all need to be unclipped as soon as the climber reaches them. The same 

counts for descending. While being lowered, the climber has to make sure to clip the rope back 

to its directionals in order to provide the same safety advantage for the next climber.  

These are the very basic and fundamental skills that you need to be efficient at by the end of 

our first day of training. It is highly recommended to practice figure 8 knots and belaying (under 

professional instruction) at a local climbing gym beforehand.  

Rappelling. Descending via rappelling is a very common and quick way to get off the rock and 

back to the ground. In drill #2 you learn how to use pre-fixed bolted rappel anchors for 

descending. These anchors are made up of 2 bolts with each bolt being connected to either 

rappel rings, quick links, chains or similar. 

 

 

Using pre-existing rappel anchors is great because you do not have to leave personal gear 

behind when using them. Leaving gear behind should always be avoided since it is trash to the 

environment and also cost intensive to replace. In some areas you may find rappel anchors 

made up of several webbing pieces tied around trees and rocks with a rappel ring or carabiner 

attached to it. More often though, and especially in well developed areas you will find bolted 

anchors specifically equipped for rappelling. Therefore we focus on just bolted “rap anchors” in 

this drill. Some climbers may call this drill “cleaning the anchors” because it describes the 

process of breaking down the anchor and descending via rappelling without leaving gear. 

 

 

Gear needed for drill #2. 1x rappel device (ATC) + 1x locking carabiner, 1x prusik chord, 

6mm and 40 inch long (for friction hitch back-up), 1x PAS (“personal anchor system” girth-

hitched through both tie in points of harness), 1x small locking carabiner (for clipping PAS to 



 

master point). Note: in this drill there is already a TR anchor set up. We will go more into detail 

and explore how to build anchors in drill #3. For this drill you just need to know what the 

“master point” of the anchor is. 

Description of gear used in drill #2: 

Locking carabiner. Locking carabiners look very similar to non-locking carabiners with an 

additional security mechanism that features a lockable gate. To be able to lock the gate is very 

crucial for risk minimization in rock climbing. Carabiners move around quite a lot during the 

climbing process and if not “locked”, the chance of them accidently unclipping is much larger. 

There are a variety of gate locking mechanisms such as, threaded sleeves (“screw-lock”), spring-

loaded sleeves (“twist-lock”), magnetic levers (“Magnetron”) or double-gates (“Twin-Gate”). 

The most standard and also cost friendliest type is the screw lock mechanism. 

 
The screw-lock carabiner has a threaded sleeve over the gate which must be manually engaged 

and disengaged. Screw locks are also simpler than other lockers and have less moving parts. 

Experience has shown that they are less likely to malfunction due component fatigue and also 

easier to lock and unlock with one hand. However, despite its advantages they require more 

total effort and more time than other “automatically locking” carabiners. 

 



 

PAS (personal anchor system). Is a sling that is connected to the harness (via girth hitch 

through both tie in points of harness). The PAS is a piece of equipment that allows clipping 
yourself into the master point or shelf independently from the rope. It is recommended that 
your PAS has various clip in lengths that allow clip in adjustments on the anchor. A PAS is 
necessary for transitioning into rappelling. An improvised daisy chain is a double shoulder 
length sling with several overhand knots to create loops for clipping into the master point. 
Commercially sold daisy chains are usually three to four foot slings with bar tacked (sewn) three 
inch clip off pockets (as seen in the images). 
 

29 Check out this video on how to use a commercially sold PAS  
30 Check out this video on how to use a dbl. shoulder length sling as a PAS 

Rappel Rings. Part of the anchor that allows rappelling/retreating without having to leave gear 
behind. Rappel rings are usually extended from the hanger via a chain but often you will find  
 

Commercially sold PAS with many loops for different lengths for 
clipping into carabiners 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIaFJL5Pt_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IH6RhFqk7pM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IH6RhFqk7pM&feature=youtu.be


 

rings that go directly through the bolt. In other scenarios rappel rings may be attached with a 
webbing to a tree or rock tie-off. Not every anchor necessarily has rappel rings. On many rock 
formations you may only find one anchor with rappel rings that usually follows the shortest or 
most convenient vertical way down the rock. Avoid being lowered off the rappel rings since it 
wears them out quickly. Always inspect your rappel rings before rigging and consider a rappel 
over a lower at all times. 

 
Prusik cord and auto-lock friction hitch. An “auto-lock” friction hitch is your back-up 

when rappelling. Its purpose is to stop the rope from feeding through the rappel device in the 
event of letting go the brake ropes (voluntary or involuntary). 
Back-ups are not only beneficial for your personal safety, they also allow you to work “hands 
free” (no hand on brake ropes) while cleaning a route or locating anchors for the next rappel. 
Most common back up hitches are: “Prusik-hitch”, “Klemheist” or “Auto-block”. In our drill we 

3Prusik Cord tied into a loop 

Finished Auto lock around two ropes 2Finishes Auto lock around one strand of rope 



 

use the auto-lock only. To rig your own auto-lock friction hitch you can use a simple prusik cord 
of 5mm-7mm. A 3 ½ -4 feet long cord long is enough to fit all standard rock climbing ropes. Be 
aware that too thick of a prusik cord may not have enough grip strength to provide a good back 
up. We found that a 6mm cord works great on any rope 9mm or thicker. 
 

Master point of the anchor. The Master Point is the part of the anchor that holds all the 

load (where the climber needs to be connected to the safety system). This can be in a variety of 
situations, such as, Top rope, direct tie-in with PAS or via rappel device. A master point needs to 
be tied off with an overhand knot or figure eight knot. Tying the knot guarantees that the 
anchor stays non-extendable in the case of 1 piece failing. 

 
Before tying the master point knot, the anchor rope/sling has to be set into the correct 
“direction of pull” – this is the direction from where the forces are applied to the master point. 
Other anchoring methods such as “sliding X” or “Quad” also offer a master point but they are 
extendable in case of one piece of gear failing. Extension is never desired as it shock-loads the 
remaining part or parts of the anchor. Benefits and disadvantages of these types of anchors are 
discussed in the anchor chapter below. 
Description of knots and hitches used in this drill: 
 
 

Double overhand (stopper) knot. 
 our top rope drill we use the double overhand knot to tie a stopper knot into the end of the 
belay side of the rope. The Fisherman’s knot is like an overhand knot with one extra wrap. 



 

When clean and tightened up it is very unlikely for the Fisherman’s knot to come undone 
through rope movement. 
 

Girth hitch. 
We use the girth hitch to attach a PAS (personal anchor system) to our harness in our rappelling 
drill #3. The girth hitch is a simple hitch that even has a lot of uses in many people’s daily life. It 
is great for quickly attaching a sling to another loop, such as the tie in points of the harness. To  

 
 
hitch it, fiddle one end of the dbl. shoulder length sling through both tie in points of the 
harness. As soon as about 10 inches of the loop are sticking out of the second tie in point, feed 
the other loop through and pull tight. In reality, either loop can be fed through either loop. 
 

Overhand knot on a bite. 
The overhand knot on a bite has many applications. In our drill #2 - cleaning anchors via 
rappelling, we use the overhand knot on a bite for securing our rope before threading it 
through the rappel rings (see in drill description). For tying the knot, take a bite of rope and tie 
a regular overhand knot into the bite. The knot eventually makes a loop that creates a clip in 
point for carabiners. 
Further in our training we use a flat overhand bend, which is very similar to the overhand knot 
on a bite to tie cordalettes and prusik cords into a loop.  

FDouble overhand (stopper) knot. 

Example of a girth hitch, Here, a thin prusik chord girth hitched 
around a pole. In rock climbing this could around a tree for 
anchoring. In our drill we girth hitch our PAS to our harness 



 

 

Drill #2 – Cleaning anchors via rappeling 

1st step: Transition from rope to PAS. When reaching the TR anchor, first connect your PAS via 

a (small) locking carabiner to the master point of the anchor – lock the gate, lean back into your 

PAS and call “off belay” (+ name of your partner). This step will connect you to the anchor, 

independently from the rope. In this drill you will climb to an already existing TR anchor that 

has a distinct master point. As soon as you clip your PAS to the master point you are attached 

to both bolts, which is always desired. 

 

Overhand knot on a bite. Can be tied anywhere in the rope. It creates a 
great clip in loop 

Flat overhand bend. Used for tying cordalettes or prusik cords into a 
loop. Also used for rappelling for tying two ropes together 

Reaching the anchor after TR climbing Clipping PAS to masterpoint 



 

2nd step: Secure the rope. Pull up at least 30 feet of rope and clip it to your harness with an 

overhand on a bite knot. This will make sure that you will not lose the rope when untying from 

your figure eight knot in step 3. 

 

 

3rd step: Untie your figure 8 knot. Once you safely transitioned from your rope to PAS and 

secured the rope, you can untie your figure 8 knot from your harness 

 

4th step: Fiddle rope through rappel rings and tie stopper knots in each rope end. Since you 

freed the rope from your harness, you can now proceed to pull the rope end through your 

rappel ring/s, chains or quick links (note: if there is only one ring make sure that this ring is 

connected to at least two good bolts). Tie a stopper knot in each end (fisherman’s or barrel 

knot) immediately after pulling the one rope end through the rappel anchor. Eventually you 

need to untie the overhand knot on a bite from step #2 in order to proceed to step #5 

Pulling up rope (circa 30 feet) Tying those 30 feet off (harness) to prevent it from being 
dropped in next step 

Untying from rope Fiddling rope end through first rappel ring 

Fiddling the rope end through the second rappel ring 



 

5th step: Pull rope till middle mark. Only when the middle mark of the rope touches the rappel 

rings you will have the maximum rappel length possible with your rope. Your maximum rappel 

length is always half of the overall rope length. Standard rope these days are 60meter long  

 

which allows for a 30m rappel at a maximum. If you do not have a middle mark on your rope, 

you have to pull both rope ends parallel to then find out where exactly the middle of the rope 

is. It saves time and energy to have a middle mark and therefore we highly recommend to mark 

your rope (caution: use special ink) or purchase a rope with middle mark included. 

 

6th step: Rig your rappel. Grab both rope strands from just below the rappel rings and fiddle 

them into each opening of the ATC belay device. Then clip your locking carabiner to both 

strands and belay device. 

Starting to pull rope Until middle mark of the rope 

Grab both rope strands and start rigging your rappel. Make a 
bite on each strand Squish each bite of rope through one opening 

Tossing down the coiled rope end 



 

 
7th step: Attach yourself to rappel device. 

You can either clip your rappel device to your PAS about 2-3 feet from your tie in points or 

directly to your belay loop of your harness. It is recommended to clip it to the PAS since it  

 

creates a longer distance between your harness and your device while rappelling. This elevates 

the brake strength of your ATC due to a sharper angle when holding the brake strands.  

 

It also keeps “stuff” out of your belay device and makes it easier to clip your friction hitch back-

up to your belay loop instead of your leg loop (described in step 9). Now you can call rope and 

throw down the extra coil of rope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clip a locking carabiner to both ropes and device loop 

Clipping rappel device to PAS 



 

8th step: Rig your friction hitch back up. Your back up will be hitched to both brake strands. 

There are a variety of friction hitches that work. For simplicity reasons we will focus on the 

“auto-lock” hitch which is very effective and easy to rig. 

 

 

 

 

 

There is also a variety of material that you can use to friction hitch off your brake ropes. Our 

preferred material is simple “prusik cord” at a diameter of 6mm. A 40 inch long piece of that 

material tied into one loop via an overhand knot creates a great friction hitch cord/loop. Clip a 

locking carabiner to your loop piece and wrap the (folded) loop 3-4 times around both brake 

strands. Then clip it to the remaining loop of the prusik cord. At this point you can test your 

friction hitch via pulling on the carabiner while holding both brake strands. If your prusik cord 

slides easily along both brake strands it needs to be adjusted via adding one more wrap that 

will increase grip on the ropes. 

The auto lock hitch. Same as above.  Here more detailed illustration on how to rig it. Note that your cord material should be 
ideally 6mm in diameter. Thicker cords tends to loose their grip strength. 



 

9th step: Attach “auto lock” friction hitch to harness. When clipping the rappel device directly 

to the belay loop, you have to clip your friction hitch to one of your leg loops and then lock the 

carabiner. This is necessary because the distance between your belay device and your belay 

loop is too short for clipping it anywhere else than one of your leg loops (accidently clipping 

your device and your friction hitch back-up to the same belay loop would cause your prusik 

sliding into your rappel device while disabling the intended brake effect). 

 

 

In this picture the rappel device is clipped (short) directly to the 
belay loop. That means that the friction hitch needs to be clipped to 
one leg loop. 



 

When clipping your rappel device to your PAS (in step 7), you can clip your friction hitch directly 

to your belay loop and lock the carabiner. As soon as your friction hitch is clipped to your 

harness you have a “closed system”, which means that you are entirely secured by the rope 

through your rappel device and backed up by an “auto lock” friction hitch. Now you can 

proceed to step 10. 

 

 

10th step: Unclip PAS from anchor and clean all anchor material from bolts. This is the last 

step before rappelling. Since you are fully secured by the rope, rappel rings and back up, you 

can now begin to take your PAS off and clean the entire anchor set up. Sort gear and clip to 

your gear loops. 

Here, the rappel device is clipped into the PAS which extends it. In this case it is nice to clip the friction hitch to the belay 
loop 



 

 

11th step: Call “On Rappel!”. It is very important to verbally and clearly inform your partner 

about your intention to rappel. To rappel grab one hand around your friction hitch and 

eventually slide it up and down for the first 30-40 feet. Usually, the further you descent, the 

smoother your rappel tends to be. Please pay attention to testing the grip strength of your  

 

hitch in step 8. That is where adjustments are best made without having to anchor back in with 

your PAS to adjust your hitch. If your hitch is too tight, your rappel may become very slow and 

even strenuous to manage because it grabs too tight around the brake ropes. 

 

12th step: Call “Off rappel” and pull the rope. Once safe on the ground you can call “off 

rappel”. Remove your device from the rope and untie both stopper knots from each end. Now 

you can pull one end of the rope until it entirely falls to the ground. Right before the rope starts 

falling it is necessary to clearly call “ROPE!” which informs everybody around that a rope will fall 

down. Coil your rope and drill #2 is finished 

Click here to see our video on how to clean anchors via rappelling 

Now, since the "system is close" you can unclip your PAS from the 
masterpoint 

Cleaning anchor material from the bolts 

Calling "On rappel" Rappelling down 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZzHPxGFAP0&t=31s


 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2: Protection  



 

Protection 
“Pro” connects us climbers to the rock. Whether we are lead climbing or top roping, we need 

good protection to stay safe. There are two main types of protection that are commonly used in 

rock climbing: Bolts and natural protection 

 

Bolts. Bolts are permanent and fixed hardware elements placed into the rock with the help of 

drilling (hand drill or power drill). They consist of an actual bolt piece and a “hanger”. A hanger 

is a steel eye that is threaded onto the bolt and screwed down tight. The hanger is the actual 

part of the bolt that is clipped with a carabiner. Climbers usually refer to “bolts” when they 

mean clipping into the hanger. 

 

Bolts are most straight forward to use as they only need to be clipped with a carabiner. It is very 

important to inspect each bolt before clipping. It is the climber’s responsibility to make surethat 

they are in good condition. Bolts have been around for as long as 60 years and it is fortunate to 

The hanger. The actual part of the bolt where thee 
carabiner is clipped in 

Bolt and hanger and screw nut 

BAD BOLT rusty and old looking 
BAD BOLT, rusty and old looking... never clip 



 

see how advanced and more reliable they are nowadays. However, there is never a guarantee 

that each bolt out there is good. Large climbing areas such as Joshua Tree or Yosemite National 

Park still have a fair amount of old ¼-inch bolts that were placed in the past 

 

With the growing popularity of rock climbing and in an effort to make the sport safer, there are 

a few volunteer organizations that are involved in re-fitting climbs with new bolts. The ASCA 

(America Safe Climbing Association) is one example. Bolts are always permanent until they 

need to be replaced. 
 

Ethical views on “bolt” or “not to bolt”. Bolts are just as amazing as they have caused 

drama in the climbing world. To equip climbs with just bolts was a new thing when it slowly 

came around in the late 70’s. Till then, climbers often established their routes along natural 

features such as, huge crack systems, ramps, ledges or flakes. That was a very obvious style of 

establishing first ascents since there was no option to use protection anywhere else. Much 

different with bolts! Bolting allowed climbers to move over to rock faces that were untouched 

and previously considered un-protectable. This new technique of bolting originated in Europe 

and later got popular in the US where it led to a wave of establishing new climbs that were 

harder than ever. Bolts allowed climbers to primarily focus on their movement instead of 

having to figure out (natural) gear placements while climbing. 

The use of bolts has certainly helped to push the difficulty limits. “Sport climbing” as a sub-

discipline of climbing is an evolutionary consequence of modern bolting techniques. Despite its 

benefits, it has caused many controversies amongst climbers with different ethical views on 

how to establish a new climb. There are many stories of bolts getting chopped by climber’s who 

disagree on how the climb was established. Nowadays, ethics are different from area to area. 

For example in most of California’s and many other US climbing areas it is considered unethical 

to place bolts next to crack features (or other features) that are protectable by natural gear. 

Not everybody appreciates bolts equally as they leave 
permanent traces on the rock- especially when it needs 
replacement. 

It is the climber's responsibility to place bolts that are 
long lasting, safe and in a great spot for clipping. Think 
twice before turning on the drill! 



 

Natural protection/ Trad gear. Any removable type of gear. Also called “trad gear” (“trad” 

for traditional). There are a variety of different devices that can be used as natural protection. 

They all share the same characteristic to be connected to natural features such as, cracks, trees 

and boulders. In most cases they are quick to remove and leave very minimal to no traces 

behind. “Trad” is also often referred to “clean climbing”. Climbs that require the use of any kind 

of removable gear are called trad climbs and anchors that use natural gear are called “trad 

anchors”. 

 
Typically, whenever a climb has plenty of crack features, trad gear is necessary since bolts are 

not present. Natural protection is more complex to manage compared to bolts. There are many 

different types of devices available and it is the climber’s judgment to decide whether a 

placement is good or needs adjustment. For good placements it is crucial to evaluate the rock 

quality, know the right size and consider the direction of pull amongst other factors. Contrary, 

Typical tree anchor. Look for a life tree with at 
least one foot in diameter. Inspect for other 
healthy signs such as, roots ad leaves. Some areas 
restrict the use of vegetation for anchors. Joshua 
Tree National Park is one example 

Natural gear TR anchor consisting of one huge 
boulder tie off with a bowline and two camming 
devices (right) 



 

bolts are pre-fixed and if well placed and maintained, they are undoubtedly safe. The two most 

common types of natural protection/“trad” gear are camming devices and stoppers: 
 

Camming device, “cam” (also SLCD – spring loaded camming device) 

Invented by Ray Jardine in the late 70’s, these devices revolutionized rock climbing. An easy to 

remove piece of equipment that cams into parallel and flared cracks. It consists of usually 3 or 4 

cam lobes that are attached to an axle. The axle sits on top of the stem which then connects via 

a sling to a carabiner. Each lobe is connected to a spring mechanism that automatically causes 

each lobe to spread wide open to its maximum range or where limited (by rock features). The 

spring action pushes the lobes outwards against the crack walls with enough force to hold the  

 

cam in place without loading it. Because of the spring action, it is considered an “active” device. 

Active means that the cam constantly puts pressure on the rock feature, even when it slightly 

“wanders” (in the crack) through rope movement. When applying weight onto the stem, the 

axle forces the cam lobes to spread further apart causing the device to be wedged in on both 

sides the crack. These devices are also fairly easy to remove compared to stoppers or other 

passive devices. The first mass produced camming devices were sold by “Wild Country” under 

Camming device in crack Camming device in crack. Great placement with cam 
lobes positioned in mid-range 

Pulling on the stem (downward 
force) creates an outward force on 
the lobes and ultimately crack walls 



 

the brand name “friends”. Throughout history, camming devices have been majorly modified 

with tendencies to have wider ranges and being more durable, flexible and lightweight. 

 

Stoppers/Nuts. A stopper is a great alternative to a camming device. Stoppers came out long 

before cams and with no moving parts, they are much lighter and smaller. A typical set of 

stoppers consist of 8-12 pieces in different sizes. Each piece consists of a metal wedge (usually 

aluminum) threaded on a wire. It is used for the climber’s protection by wedging it into a 

constricting crack. Stoppers do not work well with parallel cracks or flaring cracks compared to 

camming devices. They are considered a “passive” piece of equipment and therefore need to 

have constrictions in the rock to be wedged in. Nuts are available in different shapes to help the 

climber find the best fit for a given crack. Curved nuts have a concave face on one side and a 

convex face on the other. 

 

Larger nuts can be placed in either of two aspects to suit different width cracks, with either the 

main faces or the sides in contact with the rock. Stoppers or nuts came around in the 50’s and 

60’s when they were first used in addition to pitons. Stories exist where British climbers used to 

collect nuts from railroad tracks to the thread them and use them for protection. 

 

 

 

Standard set of stoppers One individual stopper 



 

Placing camming devices 

 
Camming devices as described above, are the most common used natural pieces of gear. When 

correctly placed they can hold thousands of pounds of load, just like bolts. Modern cams can be 

placed in crack features at many different angles from horizontal to vertical alignment. Since 

there are many variables involved with placing cams, it takes a lot of practice and experience to 

become efficient at this skill. There are 3 main criteria to look for when placing a cam: 

 

1 Rock quality. This is the very first thing to pay attention to. Only good rock quality paves 

way for a solid placement. Experienced climbers often see bad rock quality upon first visually 

inspecting. Crumbly rock, debris nearby, loose rock and many other signs indicate poor quality. 

Besides visually inspecting, it is also very helpful to knock on several spots around the rock to 

get an acoustic signal. When knocking on solid and compact rock, the sound is much sharper 

and quieter compared to loose and crumbly rock. Even for non-climbers, the sound of hollow 

and unsafe rock is very distinguishable. Once verified that the rock quality is good, it is to find 

the right piece. 

 

2 Size of crack feature and camming range. The size of the crack dictates which size 

camming device to choose. Experienced climbers often choose the right size on the first pick. 

However, it can be very tricky as crack features quickly change their shape and orientation. To 

verify if a placement is good, the camming range has to be in mid position. When too wide 

open (under-cammed) or too narrow (over-cammed), a camming device loses its full strength 

and is not considered safe. 

Climbers placing cams on lead 



 

Besides going for mid-range, all cam lobes have to have contact with the rock. Friction between 

cam lobes and rock is eventually what keeps cams in place. 

 

 

Consequently, the more contact surface, the better it holds in place. However, not every good 

placement has to have the exact same amount of surface contact with rock. The least amount 

of surface contact that is necessary can be observed in a parallel splitter crack with smooth and 

straight crack walls. Luckily most crack features have at least micro constrictions that help to 

keep the cam in place. Often it is necessary to move it around a bit to find a “sweet spot”, 

where its best placed with maximum surface contact. 

 

Any cam lobe that misses to touch rock at all is not considered safe. Flaring cracks, compared to 

splitter cracks are narrower towards the inside and wider towards the outside. For these types 

of cracks it is recommended to use offset camming devices that have different sizes of cam 

lobes on each side. This makes it possible to place the smaller lobes in the back of the (flaring) 

Over-cammed device. The lobes are too much folded in Under-cammed device. The cam lobes are too far open 



 

crack, whereas the bigger lobes accommodate the bigger size of the (flaring) crack. These are 

specifically designed for this situation and as with regular cams, each lobe needs to be in mid-

range with the maximum possible amount of surface contact. 

 

3 Direction of pull and alignment of cams. When placing a cam it is necessary to 

determine from where the cam gets pulled on in case of weighting it. Once determined the 

direction of pull, it is crucial to place the cam so that the stem faces exactly in the same 

direction (exception: horizontal cracks. see below). 

This ideal position guarantees that the cam axle does not move around when actually loaded. A 

fall on a cam where the orientation of the stem mismatches the direction of pull is much more 

subject to fail and also puts a huge amount of stress on the cam, due to kinking its axle and 

stem. In order to avoid a camming device to accidently move inside the crack, it is also often 

Place the cam so that its stem faces towards the direction of pull 
that the cam receives when being pulled on. Usually it downward 
and a little bit outwards. However, it changes depending on the 
terrain you climb. Always consider the direction of pull. 



 

important to extend the rope-to-cam connection with an alpine draw. This prevents the cam 

from being moved around caused by naturally occurring rope movement while leading. 

 
When placing a cam in a horizontal feature it is important to watch how far the cam gets 

inserted into the crack. Watch the carabiner and make sure it does not get kinked over the edge 

of the horizontal. If so, the cam can be either adjusted, girth hitched with just a sling or clipped 

shorter to its sling-attachment loop (varies from brand to brand). In a perfect scenario the stem 

is half inserted to then nicely fold over the edge of the horizontal crack. 

 

The smoother the edge the less wear and tear for the cam. However, modern cams have 

flexible stems that are designed to drape over sharp edges. It is not necessary, but also an 

advantage to have the wider lobes touching the bottom part of the horizontal crack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With a horizontal placement it is impossible to avoid the stem being bend over the rock corner in case of 
a fall. Modern days cams are build flexible to withstand these forces 



 

Placing stoppers. 
Verifying a good stopper placement is often much easier compared to cams. Many potential 

placements look obvious with distinct constrictions in crack features. However, it is crucial to 

practice this skill over and over to become efficient. Here is a list of six things to look at when 

placing stoppers 

 
1 Rock quality. Verify solid rock with no loose features or flakes that potentially come off 

under pull. Remember, a stopper placement is only as good as the rock that surrounds it. 

2 Direction of pull. Just as like cams, place a stopper so that the wire cable is oriented 

towards the direction it will be pulled in case of a fall. Generally speaking, the pull is mostly 

down and slightly out. When falling very nearby the stopper (e.g. waist level) the direction of 

pull may be a bit more outward. If this situation is of concern, it helps to extend the piece  

3 Constriction. Stoppers work by wedging into a constricting crack. Locate a crack that 

widens towards the sky. Place the stopper into the wider part and wedge it into the tighter 

section of the crack.  With good rock quality, the constriction will hold it in place. Do not place 

Two great stopper placements with well visible constrictions on the rock 



 

stoppers where the rock is much more open towards the outside (flaring crack) or where the 

crack widens under or behind the stopper placement. Remember, stoppers are passive which 

means that a slight change in position could potentially cause it to pop out of a wider spot. 

4 Surface contact. Just like cams. The more surface contact, the more friction, the better the 

placement. 

 

5 Setting stopper in place. Once having verified a bombproof placement, make sure to set 

it in place. Clip an alpine quickdraw or regular quickdraw to the loop of the wire and give it a 

smooth pull to guarantee that it does not pop out right away. A smooth pull is important 

because pulling too hard on a stopper that immediately pops, causes you to lose equilibrium 

and fall. After a first smooth pull, give it a stronger downward pull to finally set it in place. 

6 Extension of placement. As soon as the climber is above a stopper placement, tension on 

the rope creates a possibility to pull upwards on the cable. This upward pull is very likely to 

cause the placement to pop out. To reduce the danger of having a piece fail, always clip at least 

a quickdraw as an extension. 

Extending stopper placements is often very important in order to avoid rope movement pulling out the 
placement. Stoppers are “passive” devices and much more likely to be pulled out by the rope than 
camming devices. 



 

 

In many cases even consider longer material such as a single or double shoulder length sling. 

This extension will take away from direct pull on the piece as now all the movement is 

transferred to the extension. 

 

Tie-offs. These are very common in trad climbing. Tie-offs tend to be more available at anchor 

stations, where huge ledges and flat areas are covered with trees or huge boulders. They 

usually offer a quick and safe solution for anchoring. Choosing the best material for tie-offs 

depends on the feature and amount of cord needed. 

 

 

 

A special type of anchor. Three anchor points are tie off on rock 
features "chicken heads". Whereas this type of anchor is more an 
exception, it is also part of the natural anchor family 



 

For example, a life tree that has at least one foot in diameter with no damage and healthy roots 

is considered one solid anchor point out of two. To tie off a tree, a climber may choose to use a 

simple 18feet and 7mm thick cordalette to then tie it around the trunk with an overhand or 

figure 8 knot. 

 

 

A huge boulder (at least half the size of a small car) may also offer one safe and quick anchor 

point out of two. Remember that with tie-offs you still need a second anchor point to create 

redundancy. The bowline knot and girth hitch are a great for quickly tying-off natural features. 
 

Tree anchor. If available, healthy trees offer great anchoring opportunities 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3: Basic Anchors  



 

 

Anchors. Our best friend in climbing! A solid, simple and bombproof anchor is what keeps you 

and your partner safe. An anchor always consists of at least two or three anchor points that are 

connected via rope or cord material into one “clip in” point - the masterpoint. The anchor 

connection between each anchor point and masterpoint is called “anchor leg”. Hence, there are 

always as many “legs” as anchor points. The type and length of rope material used for anchors, 

varies from situation to situation.  

 

 

 

 

The most commonly used materials are double shoulder length slings, cordalette or static ropes 

from 9mm to 10.5mm in diameter for long extended anchors. In our training we focus on slings 

and cordalette as described below. 
 

Anchor made up of two bolts with one locking carabiner each, 1 
dbl. shoulder length sling and 2 locking carabiners for the top 
rope. Also called “sports anchor” Classic three piece pre-equalized trad anchor 



 

 

Double or single shoulder length sling. As discussed in chapter 1. These are a pre-fabricated 

and multi-functional nylon loops that are sewn together via “bar tag”. 

A dbl. shoulder length sling creates a loop/sling of circa 48 inches length. These slings are 

perfect for bolted anchors, since often one of them is enough to quickly build a solid anchor. 

They also work great on lead where long extensions are needed to manage rope drag 

(described in lead climbing). When girth hitched through both tie in points of the harness, they 

create a great PAS (personal anchor system). 

 

Webbing that is sewn together to create a loop is called a sling. Slings come in different lengths – most popular 
single and double shoulder length. 

“Bar tag” of sling 

3 piece trad anchor with two double shoulder length slings, pre-equalized, 
the lowest carabiners make up the masterpoint 



 

 

Cordalette. A cordalette is a piece of thin and static climbing rope that is mostly used for 

building anchors. Most cordalettes are either six, seven or eight millimeters in diameter at a 

length of 15-25 feet. 

 

 

Cordalettes are useful when more anchor rope length is needed than a double shoulder length 

sling can offer, or when the master point needs to be extended. This is often the case with trad 

anchors that consist of at least three pieces. Compared to bolted anchors and due to an added 

Cordalette bundled up and ready to clip to the harness Cordalette material is thin cord usually 
between 6mm and 8mm 

Long sling (similar to cordalette) before and after tying the masterpoint 



 

 

third piece of protection, trad anchors use more rope material in general. Therefore, a 

cordalette is standard piece of equipment for every climb that involves trad anchors. It is 

recommended to always keep the cordalette open without a permament knot that ties it into a 

loop. In this way it is much easier to adjust the loop to the length that is required in a specific 

anchoring situation. Tying a cordalette into its maximum size loop (permanently) can be a 

disadvantage when building an anchor where all three pieces are very close together – in this 

scenario the cordalette offers too much rope which causes the masterpoint to be very low, 

which eventually creates an awkward belaying position (when directly belaying off the anchor, 

e.g. Guide’s belay). 

 
Pre-equalized anchors. The standard pre-equalized anchor is the most commonly used anchor 
system. It is easy and fast to tie and more importantly has a distinct master point. Once tied off, 
pre-equalized anchors do not have a master point extension if there is an anchor leg failure. Pre 
equalized anchors also have a “shelf” which offers a second clip in point (mostly important 
when belaying directly off the anchor – drill #5). 

 
Since equalization is only given in one particular direction, it is really important to pay attention 
to the direction of pull. Classic problems with these systems are unequal and unpredictable 
load distribution. The length of each anchor leg and the amount of cord used, (single strand vs. 

Masterpoint and shelf are 
two clip in points on a pre-
equalized anchor that 
equally hold load. Use shelf 
for belaying directly off the 
anchor or to clip in PAS 



 

 

loop) influences the weight distribution due to variable amounts of material elongation 
(stretch) in each leg. This can cause a situation where the shortest anchor leg receives a 
significantly higher portion of the entire load, putting more weight onto a single piece in the 
anchor system. 
 
With “bombproof” anchor points this is not an issue, but with less than ideal placements this 
could lead to anchor point failure and in the worst case complete anchor failure. It is highly 
recommended to pull each anchor leg really tight before tying off the master point. In this way 
most of the stretch has been taken out of the system. 
 

Main anchor types. Building an anchor can be quite tricky or simple depending on the given 

protection and terrain. There are many ways how to build an anchor. With regard to the actual 

protection part of the anchor, there are 3 main types: 

 

#1 “Sport” anchor or “bolted” anchor. Anchors that are just made up of bolts are called 

“sport” anchors or “bolted” anchors. This type of anchor often tends to be build quicker as it 

involves (pre-fixed) bolts only and no natural/trad gear. 

 

A sport anchor always consists of 2 bolts, one piece of rope (sling or cord) material and at least 

2 locking carabiners (one for each bolt/hanger). 

Left: typical Sport anchor with two bolts. Here each locker is clipped into the rappel rings. It is usually better to 
clip into the hanger instead (reduce wear and tear on rap rings). However, the hanger on this (left) bolt is tilted in 
a horizontal position and caused the carabiner to get side loaded. 



 

 

The rope (sling or cord) piece connects both bolts with each other to create a “master point” 

which is the main point of attachment. 
 

Watch this video on how to build a pre-equalized sport anchor 
 

#2 Traditional anchor or “Trad-anchor”. A traditional anchor always consists of at least 3 

natural pieces of protection. This can be anything from camming device to stopper, hex, tree or 

boulder tie-off. 

Trad anchors tend to require longer rope material, because placements are often further apart 

from each other, requiring more rope for equalization (other than bolted anchors, where both 

bolts are usually very close to each other). The addition of a third piece also adds one leg to the 

anchor which also requires more rope. 

 

 

 

Watch this video of an example on how to build a pre-equalized trad anchor 

 

Basic 3 piece trad anchors with a distinct masterpoint. The left anchor is tied with a figure 8 knot. The right anchor is 
tight with an overhand knot. Both knots are good. Figure 8 nots take up more cordalette material and therefore 
automatically locate your masterpoint higher. If the position of the masterpoint is of relevance, you may want to 
consider which knot offers the better solution in a given scenario 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-oSr8ei4BU&t=40s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ah82ozh93JY&t=62s


 

 

#3 Mixed anchor (combination of 1 and 2). A mixed anchor is made up of one or two 

natural pieces of protection combined with one bolt. This type is hard to come by since most 

route developers who place one bolt are also willing to place a second, in order to create a legit 

and redundant sport anchor 

Fundamental anchor characteristics – ERNEST. Regardless of anchor type, there are 

main attributes that all anchors have to meet. The AMGA (American Mountain Guides 

Association) teaches a great acronym that helps to explain what these characteristics are:  

 

E-R-N-E-S-T 

E – Equalization. Means that all the load (on the anchor) is equally distributed on each piece of 

protection that is part of the anchor (usually 2 pieces with sport anchors and 3 pieces with trad 

anchors). On a “Pre-equalized” anchor, equalization goes hand in hand with “direction of pull”. 

This is the exact direction from where the anchor gets pulled when it is weighted (e.g. climber 

resting on rope). When building an anchor, it is absolutely crucial to assess the direction of pull. 

Once determined from where the pull comes, it is important to proceed with tying a master 

point. The master point is the loop that is created when tying a simple overhand (or figure8) 

knot into all legs of the anchor all together.  

 

 

Left: Pulling both anchor legs into a V shape. Right: Pulling V into direction of pull. 

Left: Pinching both legs, while maintaining direction of pull. Right: Starting to tie masterpoint knot (here, overhand). 



 

 

 

 

The best technique to tie the master point is to pull all legs of the anchor into the direction of 

pull, pinch them off (high and while holding the direction of pull) to then tie a knot in the end.  

 

Tying off the master point guarantees that each piece of the anchor is equally loaded in that 

(one) particular direction of pull. Therefore, with pre-equalized anchors, it is really important to 

thoroughly assess the exact direction and be willing to make adjustments if needed. If the 

master point is tied off in the wrong direction of pull, the anchor is not equalized since not all 

pieces are pulled on when the anchor is weighted. 

 

Watch this short clip on what happens to equalization (of a pre-equalized 

anchor) when the direction of pull shifts 
 

Some anchor models are self-adjusting and therefore accommodate multiple directions of pull 

at the master point. These anchors are called distributive anchors. In our training, we will not 

cover these types and stay within basic anchoring concepts.   

 

R – Redundancy. Means that there should always be at least a second or third piece of 

protection in place to provide at least one back-up for failing pieces. With bolted anchors, 2 

bolts (in total) are considered redundant enough = 1 extra redundant piece. With trad anchors, 

3 pieces (in total) are considered redundant enough = 2 extra redundant pieces. Redundancy is 

a fundamental safety concept that should always be applied when anchoring. Never rely on just 

one anchor point for you and your partner’s safety. Follow the redundancy principles of 2 or 3 

pieces and stay safe. 

 

 

 

Left: continuing to tie overhand knot = masterpoint. Right: finished pre-equalized anchor on two bolts 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsTm_NphRgs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsTm_NphRgs&feature=youtu.be


 

 

N - No 

E – Extension. No extension refers to “pre-equalized” anchors and means that the master point 

may not change position if one or several pieces of the anchor fail. No extension avoids “shock 

loading” the remaining pieces. A master point that extends under load applies huge forces on 

the remaining pieces of protection which increases the likelihood of the entire anchor failing. 

Tying off the master point with an overhand or figure8 knot is absolutely necessary to avoid any 

extension in case of one piece failing. When building an anchor it is always desired to pre-

equalize and thus follow “NO EXTENSION”. However, there are some situations where a 

distributive type of anchor offers advantages. 

 

S – Simple. Means that each anchor design needs to be free of unnecessary steps that are safe 

but not needed. There are hundreds of ways how to build an anchor and every situation is 

different. Being fancy and using many different slings and carabiners is mostly really safe, but 

often not necessary when using the appropriate amount and type of material.    

T – Timely. Means that an anchor should be built within a reasonable amount of time. When 

trained, 2-15 min. is a standard time, depending on complexity of anchor. 

 

Angle between anchor legs. When building an anchor, it is important to guarantee that 

the angle between all legs is no greater than 90 degrees (see OK in illustration). Ideally the 

angle is 60 degrees or less (see GOOD in illustration). When using angles greater than 90, the 

force on each anchor point multiplies (see BAD in illustration) 

Hence, the bolts of bolted anchors are always close to each other (automatically creates an 

angle of 60 degrees or lower). Especially when building a trad anchor, it is more important to 

consider angles since individual placements of one anchor may be far apart, automatically 

creating a wider angle. 

 



 

 

Drill #3 Anchors 

Gear required: 

Climber: basic gear, 1x PAS, 1x ATC belay device, 1x single rack of camming devices (or more) + 

1x set of stoppers, 2x alpine quickdraws, 1x cordalette, 1x double shoulder length sling, 3-5 

locking carabiners (small or large) 

Belayer: basic gear, ATC belay device + locking carabiner 

In this drill you have an opportunity to put basic anchor concepts into practice while climbing 

on steep terrain. 

1st step: Your instructor will choose a climb for you. You will then visually examine the route 

and determine an appropriate location for building an anchor. Discuss your options with your 

instructor.  

2st step: Top rope climb (TR drill) to the determined anchor station. 

3nd step: Place at least 3 pieces of “bombproof” natural protection or clip at least 2 bolts with 

one locking carabiner each (if available). 

4rd step: Combine all three pieces with one or with multiple pieces of cord material (single 

and/or dbl. shoulder length, cordalette).  

5th step: Pull all anchor legs into the direction of pull that is created when top roping directly off 

this anchor. 

6th step: Tie a masterpoint into all legs while maintaining the direction of pull. 

7th step: Clip your PAS (at its furthest clip in point) to the masterpoint and transition with your 

body weight into the anchor (hanging off your PAS, loading the masterpoint). At this point you 

can see your anchor in action! If nicely built, no parts will move and each anchor point is equally 

loaded with no slack in any of the anchor legs. This is a great moment to have quick talk with 

your instructor about your anchor. Eventually you will break it down and get lowered down. 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4: Lead Climbing and 

Belaying  



 

Lead climbing. This technique is fundamentally different from top rope climbing. Lead 

climbers start with the entire rope from the bottom compared to having a fixed TR anchor 

already on the top. 

 
As they ascent the climb they clip the rope to a series of intermediate pieces of protection. The 

distance between each piece can vary from route to route and ideally is no longer than 10-12 

feet. In sport climbing (where bolts are the only protection), the next bolt dictates the distance 

Climber racked up and ready to lead 

In both lead climbing scenes, it is well visible that lead climbers are positioned above 
their last piece of protection 



 

between each intermediate anchor point. In trad climbing it depends on the availability of 

natural features combined with the climber’s choice. 

 
Lead climbing comes with a much greater risk since it involves climbing above anchor points 

and thus creating a potential fall. With every added inch above the last piece of protection, the 

potential fall length increases (see lead climbing fall distance formula). 

 
Falling is an intense feeling for most of us. Consequences of a fall can be very different from fun 

to fatal, depending on rock terrain and both climbers experience. It is essential to have an 

attentive belayer who maintains communication and is ready to adjust slack or tension at any 

given point (see lead belaying article). As a lead climber, it is important to know how to fall in 

the best possible way. This can be very tricky and usually imposes a huge mental challenge on 

Falling lead climber.  Sequence shot of falling lead climber. The distance of falling 
increases quickly with every move above gear. Impact feet 
first is most crucial to not get hurt. 



 

us. When falling, the climber has to adopt a “cat-like” style in order to have the least impact on 

the body. Cat-like means that feet (and sometimes hands) are the first points of rock contact 

after falling. All limbs have to be spread apart rather than close to each other. When impacting 

on rock, it is crucial to cushion the impact by bending knees (and elbows if needed). In theory, 

the steeper the rock, the “cleaner” = safer, the fall is. For example, when falling on an 

overhanging climb, a leader fall is often a clean drop into open space. On the other hand, a fall 

on a low angle slab has more potential to be harmful 

 

Dynamic ropes. Dynamic ropes are designed to stretch when they are loaded (in contrast to 

static ropes that have minimal elongation under load). 

 
For rock climbing this is very crucial since rope stretch significantly takes away from the massive 

impact that is created when falling. As a matter of fact, any lead fall would be potentially 

harmful if not fatal if dynamic ropes were not around. Most ropes have a stretch factor ranging 

from 25% to 30%. This percentage refers to the amount of rope elongation when it is loaded. 

 

 



 

Quickdraws. They connect the climber’s rope to each piece of protection while leading. A 

quickdraw consists of two carabiners (non-locking) that are connected to each other via a 

“dogbone” (piece of webbing or sling). Usually the length of the dogbone is at least 8 inches 

long. 

Some quickdraws are made with longer ones. There is always a designated carabiner for the 

bolt and for the rope. The carabiner for the rope is fixed to the loop of the dogbone via a piece 

of rubber, so that the carabiner has no chance of spinning and accidentally gets cross loaded.  

 

Also the carabiner for the rope often has a curved gate (or wire gate), which facilitates clipping 

the carabiner while climbing. The designated carabiner for the rope sits loosely in the dogbone. 

This actually lowers the carabiner’s movement in the hanger that is caused by rope movement 

on the quickdraw while leading. 

 

Robe side. Gate is 

curved to easier 

clip rope 

Carainer sits tight in the loop. Clip 

rope only! 

Dogbone 

Bolt side.Carabiner sits lose in this 

loop. Clip bolt or trad pro only! 



 

Alpine quickdraws. A different type of quickdraw consisting of 1x sling and 2 non-locking 

carabiners. It is a quickdraw that is extendable. An alpine draw is mostly used on traditional 

routes that do not follow a straight up line (for example when a climb zig zags, arches or 

traverses left or right). 

 

They also come in very handy under roof sections where an extension of the clip makes the 

rope run cleaner and away from the lip of the roof. On traversing or meandering climbs, alpine 

quickdraws are crucial for managing rope drag while leading. It is not unusual to clip two alpine 

quickdraws together to create an extra extension. When following and cleaning long 

extensions, it is recommended to shorten all sling material before clipping it back to the gear 

loop. 

Clipping rope to carabiner. The actual act of clipping the rope to the carabiner (while 

leading) is just as much of a muscle memory as belaying is. 

 

 

Alpine quickdraw. Compared to regular quickdraws, this one has a 1 shoulder length 
sling instead of dogbone which makes it extendable 

Right hand clip on left facing gate of quickdraw - thumb drapes rope over gate! 



 

There is a technique to it that can only be perfected when practicing over and over. Clipping a 

quickdraw that is clipped to a bolt can be a little more straightforward as the orientation of the 

carabiner gates are consistently either left or right. 

 

With trad gear, climbers often find the rope side carabiners’ gate facing in any direction. Mostly 

due to thinner and longer sling material that easily twists through rope movement, and also 

due to the orientation of the actual piece (e.g. cam in a horizontal crack vs. vertical crack). 

Generally speaking, there are four possibilities on how to clip 

1 clip a right facing gate with your left hand – thumb drapes rope over gate and push down 

2 clip a right facing gate with your right hand – finger/s drape rope over gate and push down 

3 clip a left facing gate with your left hand – finger/s drape rope over gate and push down 

4 clip a left facing gate with your right hand – thumb drapes rope over gate and push down 

 
Eventually there are slight differences from person to person on how to exactly clip the rope. 

Some climbers eventually only use one finger whereas other climbers use several while 

clipping. 

3 pic sequence of clipping right facing gate with right hand - in this case, fingers drape rope over gate. 



 

When clipping the rope to the carabiner, it must pass through it from the cliff side to the 

outside. If it runs the opposite direction (from the outside to the cliff side) it is “back-clipped”. 

 
This incorrect position of the quickdraw or the rope could cause the rope to unclip, either due 

to rope movement or because of the carabiner flipping on the bolt during a fall. 

 

Left: hand motion of right hand clipping a right facing 

gate. 

Right: when clipped, the lead rope (in green) passes 

through from the wall/rock side to the outside 

Back clipped quickdraw! Danger of accidentally unclipping in case of a fall CORRECTLY clipped into the quickdraw 



 

Clipping quickdraws to bolts. When your climb features bolts it is necessary to utilize 

quickdraws for clipping your rope to the bolts. In case you need to extend your clip, use an 

alpine quickdraw. However, if there is no extension needed, it is preferred to use pre-fabricated 

quickdraws for bolts. They consist of a “dogbone” and designated carabiner for the rope that is 

fixed in place on the dogbone (see quickdraws article above). Especially with these types, it is 

important to consider how to clip them to the bolts. There are two options, either the rope-side 

carabiner’s gate faces left or it faces right (after clipping). The rule is to always have your rope 

side carabiners’ gate facing into the opposite direction of where you will climb. In other words, 

if your climb leads to the right, clip your quickdraw to the bolt, so that the rope-side carabiner’s 

gate faces left and vice versa. 

The climbs leads slightly to the left of the bolts. Consequently, the quickdraw is clipped to the 
bolt, so that the gate of the rope side carabier faces to the right - the opposite direction of 

climbing 



 

You see in the picture that the climber went left and that the gate of the rope-side carabiner 

faces right. This was a great consideration by the climber since it minimizes the risk of having 

the rope run over the gate. A rope that runs over the gate may cause it to unclip from the 

carabiner, in case of a lead fall. Sometimes it is unclear where the route exactly goes and 

whether you will climb to the right or to the left of the bolt. 

 

In other cases, the direction of where the climb goes may even change within a couple of few 

moves. And you may also discover that your first move (right after the bolt) goes to the right 

but then continues to the left on much harder terrain, where a fall is more likely. In this case, it 

might be an advantage to clip the quickdraw to the bolt with the rope-side carabiner’s gate 

facing right, despite the first move also going right. There are also many climbs with moves that 

go straight up to the next bolt. In this case it might be indifferent where your rope-side 

carabiner’s gate faces. With this in mind, use your best judgment and route finding intuition 

before clipping the quickdraw. It is a great habit that minimizes the risk of accidently unclipping 

the rope in case of a fall. 

 

Clipping alpine quickdraws to bolts. In a standard case, the reason why to clip an alpine 

quickdraw to a bolt over using a standard quickdraw is to create an extension. Extension 

means, that the rope-side carabiner is further away from the bolt than usual. 

 
This is helpful on very traversing and long climbs where increased rope friction may become an 

issue. When using alpine quickdraws for clipping bolts, it is important to designate one side for 

Correctly clipped lead rope to quickdraw. 
The rope here touches the non-gate side 
of the carabiner in case of a fall 

This is how the rope lays over the carabiner if the climb leads 
into the same direction as the gate is facing. Illustration shows 
what potentially happens if climber falls: The lead rope drapes 
over the gate and accidentally unclips from it. Danger! 



 

the rope and one side for the bolt (easy to do with different colors carabiners). This can be 

important for rope maintenance. A carabiner that is clipped into a bolt and loaded, eventually 

creates tiny edges on the contact surface (with the bolt) over time. When also clipping a rope to 

this same carabiner, (which happens if there is no designated side for either rope or bolt) there 

is more stress on the rope since it runs over tiny metal edges. The risk of severely damaging 

your rope through this is very low. However, over time you can extend the lifetime of a rope by 

considering this detail. 

 

Rope drag and extensions. As soon as a climb is slightly traversing from one piece of 

protection to the other, the rope will get re-directed at each clip. This re-direction creates an 

angle in the rope exactly where the carabiner touches it. As a physics rule: a wider angle creates 

less  

 

POOR rope drag 

management. 

High friction! 

Well managed rope drag 

through extensions. 

Minimal friction 



 

Or in other words, the more traversing the climb, the more rope drag (through increased 

friction) is created. In order to minimize these friction points, it is recommended to extend the 

clip with a sling or (if needed) multiple slings. 

 

 

An extension locates the rope further away from the actual wall attachment (bolt or trad 

piece). When it is further away it has a larger movement range, which automatically creates 

wider angles at each clip, thus creating less rope drag. Rope drag management is very 

important as it decreases your overall efforts while ascending a climb. Especially with long and 

traversing climbs, it is crucial as each bit of increased rope drag can become extremely 

strenuous if poorly managed. 

 
With bolted climbs (sport climbs) it tends to be easier to “read” how much rope drag is to be 

expected as each next bolt dictates the next clip. In trad climbing it may be more difficult to 

predict where an extension is needed, as there are often several options where to place 

protection (except splitter cracks that follow one straight up line.  

Another example of well managed and poorly managed rope drag in a lead climbing scenario. The 
straighter line the less rope drag occurs 



 

Rope management while leading. To properly manage your rope while lead climbing is 

crucial for your safety as a leader. In the process of ascending, there is a lot movement 

happening with yourself and your rope that is attached to your harness. As soon as your hip 

rises above your last piece of protection, you are in the fall zone and your rope will be hanging 

downwards off your tie in points. From this moment on it is important to always guide your legs 

behind the lead rope. Or in other words, guide your lead rope in front of your legs. In case of a 

fall, this will minimize your risk of being flipped upside down. 

 

 
If poorly guided and the lead rope gets trapped behind your leg while falling, it has great 

potential to get stuck on your calf or thigh and flip you upside down head first. Please avoid so 

by always position your rope in front of your legs. 

It is crucial to permanently adjust the rope position while leading in order to keep it in front of the legs, as show in right 
picture 

Illustration of what could potentially happen when falling while the lead rope is positioned behind one leg. In the 
worst case scenario the climber flips upside down and falls head first. 



 

Also, keep your arms out of the rope. There are lead climbing situations, that forces you to clip 

in a very distinct body position, where clipping the quickdraw traps your arm in between rope 

and wall. This situation is to be avoided when possible since it increase the risk of getting rope 

burned in case of a fall. Calling clips is also very helpful in the overall rope management. It 

prepares your belayer and will create a slick transition from call to clip with a minimum time 

spent between feeding out and clipping (usually the least fortunate moment to fall, as extra 

slack is fed out before being attached to the next piece of protection). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Lead Belaying. 
 

So far we have only talked about Top rope belaying. Whereas this skill is fairly easy to master – 
lead belaying takes much more practice and sharpness to be efficient! Lead belaying is a more 
advanced technique because adjustments may be more abrupt and consequences of a fall may 
be more severe. Force and distance of a falling lead climber is much higher than force and 
distance of a slipping top rope climber. Consequently, lead belayers need to be extra aware of 
the following circumstances: 
 

 
 
 
#1 Distance between belayer and wall 
The distance between belayer and the wall should be relatively short (if possible between 3 and 
12 feet). The closer to the wall, the sharper the angle between belayer and the first piece of 
equipment. A sharp angle means that in case of a leader fall, you as the belayer will experience 
an upward pull (vertical) compared to a sideways pull. A sideways pull (horizontal force) is not 
desired because it pulls the belayer into/towards the wall. Being pulled into the wall bears 
many risks, such as: sudden uncontrolled stance, increased slack in the system = longer lead 

The importance of lead belaying is not to 

underestimate. Permanent attention and quick 

adjustments are crucial to stay safe. An excellent 

belayer is able to predict the consequences of a 

fall at any given time during the belay and makes 

adjustments as needed. 



 

fall, tripping over obstacles between belayer and wall, rope burn, risk of letting go the brake 
and so on. Conclusion: stay close to the wall – guideline 3-12 feet! 

#2 Weight difference between belayer and climber 

As a climber you can weigh double the weight of your belayer! However, the bigger the 
difference the more caution is to take regarding: 
I) The overall protect ability of the route: 
If the route is runout with long potential falls – rather pick another route or find a belayer with 
a similar weight. 
II) Belayer’s stance while belaying: 
Check your belay area for obstacles. A much lighter belayer can experience enormous forces 
and sudden pulls that can be bad if there are rocks or any other tripping hazards in the way 
III) Choice of belay device in combination with rope thickness: 
Using a high friction belay device and choosing a rather thick rope helps lightweight belayers to 
safely catch a fall. Device and rope can take away a good amount of friction that otherwise will 
be extra load to hold. When belayer is much lighter we recommend a rope thickness of at least 
9.8mm in combination with a tubular belay device that has smaller holes and thus is made for 
higher friction. 
IV) Experience: 
the lighter the belayer, the more important for her it is to assess the consequences of a sudden 
fall/pull on the harness. Often lighter belayers literally get catapulted up a few feet, which is 
fine but requires extra attention and expertise to deal with. 
 
In some situations it is unavoidable to create a ground anchor for the belayer. This is only 
recommended for trained belayers who are significantly lighter than the climber (less than 50% 
of climber’s weight). Before using ground anchors it is highly recommend to first get competent 
at lead belaying climbers with a similar weight.  
 

#3 Rock Terrain 
The best belayers in the world are able to assess the consequences of a lead climbers’ fall at 
any given time and provide the safest solution possible. In combination with the overall protect 
ability of a climb (#of pieces vs. length of route ratio) – the physical structure of the rock often 
decides how safe a lead fall can be. Luckily this can change quickly throughout the same climb 
as it is often dependent on the terrain. Climbs have ledges, roofs, sharp corners or low angle 
sections. These features have major influences on the consequences of a fall. A belayer has to 
constantly look up and assess potential route specific hazards. A climber might face a fall right 
onto a ledge in a certain scenario. If a belayer correctly assesses the scenario, the belayer might 
give extra slack so that the climber falls longer than usual just to bypass the ledge – in this 
scenario a safer landing. Another option would be a tighter belay so that the fall is kept shorter 
and the landing happens right above the ledge. As you can see there are many options and the 
experience and ability to assess risks and deal with them go a long way. Remember, in rock 
climbing there are many situations that  
 

 



 

#4 Lead climbing fall distance formula 
 
The lead climbers fall distance is quickly assessed/calculated by looking at the following factors: 
– rope length between last clip and tie in point on harness 
– rope stretch (dynamic ropes usually have stretch between 20-30% rope stretch) 
– slack in the system 
The formula is as follows: 
Actual fall length = rope length between last piece of protection and tie in point x2 (times 2) + 
slack + rope stretch (of amount rope out). 
Example:  I am 60 feet high up on the wall, my dynamic rope has a stretch factor of 20%, my 
partner provides appropriate slack, I climbed 6 feet above my last piece of protection, now I 
fall! 
Fall= 6×2 + (20% of 60 feet) + approx. 3 feet of slack = 6×2+12+3= 27feet 

 

The fall factor is calculated by taking the total length of a fall and divide it by the total amount of 
rope out (between belay device and figure eight knot of leader). The lower the number the 

smoother the fall. In lead climbing the maximum fall factor is 2 and can occur on a multi-pitch 
climb when lead climber falls past the anchor station. 



 

Here you can see that climbing 6 foot above your last piece could result in a 27 feet fall. Being 
aware of this formula will constantly give you conclusions on how to conduct an appropriate 
belay. Stance, slack/tension adjustments, weight difference and so on. 

 

Ground Fall potential. It sounds bad and is never desired but leader and belayer have to be 

aware of it. A ground fall cannot be avoided when falling before the first piece of protection. 

More examples of fall factor calculations. Note how climbing within the first two pieces of protection causes a 
higher falll factor. “Runner” is another term for “quickdraw” 

Spotting is a very safe habit for any lead climbing situation before the leader has clipped into the first 
piece of protection. 



 

For this scenario it is often appropriate to provide a spot for the climber until the first piece is 

clipped. 

 

 Mostly ground falls occur within the first two pieces of protection of a climb. For that it is really 

important to know the fall distance formula! Often the climber has already clipped the first 

piece and now is ready to clip the second piece. In the worst case scenario the climber slips 

right before being able to clip the second piece of protection and faces a ground fall. 

The belayer has to quickly react and there are three things that the belayer can do to shorten 
the fall and protect him/herself and the climber: 
 
1. Stay out of the climber’s fall line! Many incidents report that climbers have fallen on the 
belayer simply because the belayer stood right underneath the climber in a ground fall 
scenario. So look for a safe stance and stay either left or right of the climber’s fall line! 
 
2. Rapidly take slack out of the system! There are many options. If the terrain allows you to 
launch down to a lower spot while keeping the brake rope locked – this is your best option. 
Launch/jump of a rock to have your body weight and gravity rapidly take out slack. If you 
believe that taking rapidly in slack with your hands is enough to prevent a ground fall then be 
extra quick and do that. 
 
3. Provide a spot! If you know that there is no chance of taking out slack, then your last resort is 
to provide a solid spot. With spotting it is possible to influence the way how the climber falls. 
Generally speaking it is always desired to direct a fall so that the climber falls on her feet first. 
 

Summary belaying. World-class lead belayers need to: 

– perform partner checks 
– assess the route before climber starts 
– look at the overall protect ability of the route such as run outs or distance between bolts 
– look for features that may increase the risk of injury in case of a leaders’ fall (roofs, ledges, 
corners, etc.) 
– have one or several action plans for each lead fall scenario at any given time and be able to 

implement those plans instantly as they rapidly change during the lead 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Drill #4 Leading and Lead belaying. 

Gear for this drill:  

Leader: basic gear, 1x 60m dynamic rope, 1x PAS, 1x ATC belay device, 1x single rack of 

camming devices (or more) + 1x set of stoppers, 2x alpine quickdraws, 1x cordalette, 1-2x 

double shoulder length slings, 3-5 locking carabiners (small or large). 

Belayer: basic gear, 1x ATC belay device 

This drill is about placing protection on lead, managing the lead rope while climbing and also 

providing a solid lead belay from the ground. There are 2 ropes involved in this drill. One rope is 

a top rope and the other rope is the lead rope. Both ropes will have a belayer. However, only 

the top rope is valid as trustworthy belay line and the lead rope is there for practice purposes 

only. This technique is also called “mock leading” as it allows to practice lead climbing skills 

while being safely secured by a top rope. The lead belayers’ duties and responsibilities are 

detailed in our lead belaying article. Lead belayers’ will be coached as the drill goes on. When 

lead climbing, please consider the following steps: 

1st step: Tie in and be ready. Your belayer and you are checked. Belayer has a great position. 

Your gear is complete. The lead rope is flaked. Belay Commands! 

2nd step: Lead climber ascends route and places gear where appropriate (or clips botks with 

quickdraws). This may be continued until reaching the TR anchor. 

3rd step: Leader gets lowered to the ground. Instructor will then climb up the route to inspect 

each placement. Instructor may take a picture of certain improved pieces with before and after 

examples. 



 

Guide’s belay. The ATC guide’s belay is a great piece of equipment that makes it quickly 

possible to belay your partner up to the anchor with the belay device directly attached to the 
shelf or masterpoint. The clip in loop of the ATC guide’s device is on its back side (see 
illustration).  

 
The rope will be rigged to the device in the same configuration as TR belaying with the climber’s 
rope on top the brake rope (see illustration). Belaying in guide’ mode has a great advantage 
since the climber’s rope automatically locks when loaded. Despite its auto locking character, 
the brake rope still has to be controlled at all times. 

 

Drill #5 Guide’s belay 

Gear for this drill: 

Climber: basic gear, 1x 60m dynamic rope, 1x PAS, 1x ATC Guide’s belay device + locking 

carabiner, 3 locking carabiners (small or large), 1x prusik cord (only if rappelling) 

Follower: basic gear, 1x ATC belay device + locking carabiner, 1x PAS, 1x Prusik (only if 

rappelling), 1-2 locking carabiners 

This drill is about belaying from the top of a climb, directly off the anchor - as opposed to 

belaying from the bottom and off the harness (as in TR or lead belaying). This technique allows 

you to enjoy the top of a climb with your partner together, since follower meets leader up on 

the top. 

 

This carabiner 

clips into the 

anchor (shelf or 

masterpoint) 

Climber’s rope sits 

over brake rope 

Guide’s mode clip 

Brake rope sits 

under climber’s 

rope 

Guide’s clip 

Gravity 



 

1st step: Climber is tied into one end of the (lead) rope and follower is tied into the other end. 

2nd step: Climber ascends up to the anchor on TR. There will be a second lead rope attached to 

the climber. Unlike drill #4, the climber will not place protection while leading and only tags the 

lead rope behind. This lead rope will later be the followers’ real belay rope. 

3rd step: Climber attaches PAS to masterpoint and calls “off belay”. 

4th step: Climber pulls up remaining rope until hearing follower yelling: “It’s me” (that’s when 

the rope is tight on the follower) 

5th step: Climber clips ATC guide’s belay device to the masterpoint or shelf of the anchor and 

then attaches belay rope to it 

6th step: When ready, climber yells: “On Belay!” and belays follower up. 

7th step: Follower ascends, reaches the anchor and clips PAS to master point. From here, both 

either walk- off or rappel down (situation dependent) 

 

 

Guide's belay in action with follower almost approaching the anchor. 



 

Drill #6 Lead climbing following process 

Leader: basic gear, 1x 60m dynamic rope, 1x PAS, 1x ATC Guide’s belay device + locking 

carabiner, 3-5 locking carabiners (small or large), 1x single rack of camming devices (or more) + 

1x set of stoppers, 1x prusik cord (only if rappelling), 6-8 alpine quickdraws, 1-2 dbl. shoulder 

length slings, 1 cordalette 

Follower: basic gear, 1x ATC belay device + locking carabiner, 1x PAS, 1x Prusik (only if 

rappelling) 

This is the last drill of the training that combines all previous drills into one. From lead climbing 

to anchor building and guide’s belaying technique. Each component will be secured by a top 

rope. Depending on terrain, both climbers will either walk off the formation or rappel down at 

the end of the drill. 

1st step: Follow drill#3 

2nd step: Follow drill #4 

3rd step: Follow drill #5 

4th step: If rappelling – follow drill # 2 and start at 4th step. If no rappel required, both walk off  
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